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THE POWER OF PAIR.WORK IN
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EFL WRITII{G

Abstract

Writing is believed to be dfficult for most students. This is in line with some
theortes also stating that writing is a very highly complex skill. Many research

findings have proven it. In general, the findings state that many college
students and universiQ graduates in Indanesia have low v.,riting competency,
especially in writing academic texts. In specific, the findings reveal that the
students have low motivation to write, poor writing ability, and lack of
cortfidence to begin writing. Pair-work is one of alternatives to be used in
order to inrprove students' writing performance. Many researchers have
investigated the use of pair-work in EFL writing and stated some positive
findings on using pair work in EFL writing. First, , collaborative (patr work)
writing has an overall significant effect on students' L2 writing. Then, pairs
produce shorter end better texts that have greater gramntatical accuracy.
Next, students working in pairs had better writing accuracy than those
worbing individually.The following is practicing in pairs really improltes the
overall quality of the learners' writing productions. At last, collaborative
work (pair work) could improve students' grammatical o,ccuracy in rheir
upcoming writings.

Keywords: pair work, power of pair work, and EFL writing

1 INTRODUCTION
Writing skill is considered to play a role in the learner's academic achievement. Graham
and Perin (in Wulyani, 2009) state that writing skill is a predictor of academic success

and a basic requirement for participating in civic life and the global economy, It rneans

that if someone has a good writing skill, it can be predicted that sihe will have a good

academic acirievement. Related to learning to write, Harmer (1998) says that writing
should be taught for several reasons. First, writing is useful for reinforcement. Most
students acquire a language from seeing thelanguage written down. Even, the students
often find it useful to write senlences using new language shortly after they have studied

it. Second, writing is also useful for language development. The actual process of writing
helps the students to learn as they go along. The mental activity they have to go through
in order to construct proper written text is all part of the ongoing learning exper,ience'
Third, it is a learning style. Writing can be a quiet reflective activity. Some language

learners will be able to master a language if they experiences using ihe language, like

writing a-ctivity. At last, writing is a skill. The students need to know how to write letter'

how to reply to advertisement, etc. In addition, they also should know some of writing
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ion (punctuation, paragraph construction, etc).It is considered to play a role to
e's academic achievement.

Many studies were conducted bv researchers related to students' writing ability.

f them are Attamim (2007) who studied the implementation of cooperative

strategy to improve college students' proficiency in writing paragraph, Ulfiati

.who reported a study about cohesive devices in papers written by ccilege students

ish Department, and Isnawati (2010) who conducted the improvement the English

il writing skill using Task-based language teaching. ln their research report, they

ihe phenomenon about students' writing.

i:'fft.V reported that the students had problems related to writing. In general, the

i had 1o* motivation, poor u'riting ability, and lack of confidence. Referring to

ivation, the students dtci not do the exercises seriously and did not bring

into classroom to help them in writurg. Their poor writing ability was reflected

that they often did rrot know what to write, how to organize ideas well, could

lore ideas, and did many mistakes related to grarnmar (ungrammatical sentences

ropriate transitional signal) and vocabulary (wrong words choice).If they could

the writing tapk, the result was far from what was expected. They were also not

with what they wrote. They ie4d to rewrite what they trad written. For thenl,

had written was not good. It seerns that this condition is line with Nunan's idea

;He states that writing is something native speakers never master. Furthermore, he

for.second language learners, the challenges are more enornous, particularly for

fho go on to university and stud-i a language that is not their own. Richard and

'dya (2A02\ also say that the skills rnvolved in writing are highly complex. It consist

higher ievel skills of planning and organizing ideas as well as the lower level skiil
ing, punctuation, word choice, etc.

Furthermorg, they said that the problems stated above were caused by many
Some of them are that teacher domtnated the teachingJearning process, the

seldom gave writing practice and rarely acted as facilitator, guide, and motivator,
ing activities in the classroom were boring.
Ahmed (2010), Barrett and Chen (2011), Zakaria and Mogaddam (2013),

(2014), Al Seyabi and Tuzlukova (2014), and Javid and Umer (2014) also

what was found by the previous researchets above. In general, their findings
that students had writing problems in the aspects of article, grammar,

, cohesion and coherent, content, and organisation.
Paying an attention to phenomenon above, there should be a concrete action

to improve such a condition in order that what the students writing ability is

-to-t'e can.come true. An alternative action that can be done is teaching writing
work technique.

RITS OF PAIR \YORK IN EFL WRITING
also has been attracting the attention of many researchers. Pair-work activity

n employed following procedures as suggested by Alwasilah and Alwasilah
:26-27),Mulligan and Garofalo (201:6) and Wigglesworth and Storch (2009). First,

are asked to choose partners to work in pairs. Then, the students are asked'to
inpair to plan what topic to write. After choosing a topic, they are asked to write an

E about the topic chosen. Next, they write an essay in pairs based on the outline.

i, they should reread what they have written to make sure that the essay is correct.

Although the use of pair work in classroom is relatively limited (Storch, 2011),

ategy is believed to have beneficial points. Storch (2A07:I43) states that pair-work
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Itas strong pedagogical and theoretical sr-rppo11. Fr-on.r pcclagogical aspect, Bu1a and Jafari_
(2013:166) state that pair-work oflers languagc lcarlers with more chances t- -J.:fi;t
language. From theoretical point, this strategl' rs in line u,ith two. major theones of*language learning: the psycholinguistic theory of intcraction and.socioculturat theory offi
n-rind. Both theories emphasize the imporlance ol rnteraction for.learning. Seen froroti:i€
sociocultural theory of mind, the role of interaction ancl peer collaboration is cor,siderfr$
irnpodant in L2 development (Dobao, 2012,.41) In acldition, Xiao (2008:106) also statei€
that paired-peer review give students bene{rts in tenns of EFlwriting prolicienffi
transferrable skills, and self-efficacy. Besicle that. N{ulligan .and Garofaio (201:gi;
etnphasize tliat collaborative u'i-iting (pair-r,r'ork) is a non- threatening appro,rch fbi*
students that results in purposeful usage of the target language across skills and;i
demonstrabie improvements rn writing. Il shofi. parr-u,ork is not only air activrtv toii
emp1oy,ita1sogivesadr,antageStostuderrtsrr'ritingperlotmance.

Studies on pair-work in EFL writing still seems to be continued in ther future".;
because rvhat previous researcirers founci rn tire past rs strll rnconclusrve. ln general, their
finding is that pair r.r,ork has an overali sisnillcanl efTcct on students'L2 v,,riting.
I !.,.;,'1-1'qt y,,Jl1] r.yiir lilind il lir: i'.,, t ,'t:ll 1.r., :' ,i' '1,rr r;ir hi' in-,.e StiSari:d j!.; ihi- frrturo
l ' ,. : ti,r I li'sf Lil'ltllf 1 :;

Manv rese archers fbtlnii lliar parr rt r.i!-k rrnf rilririecd to stude nt.c' r,r,rrturg

pcriirrrnance. h a studl', Sorch i i9)9.,\t)i) siai-i1 iirai coilabr-rratton had a posliive ellect
on overall grammatical accuracy. ln another study, Storch (2005: 168) found a

comparison of the products (completed texts) of pairs and indi.riduals. The finding
shorved that pairs produced shofler and better texts that had greater grammatical accuracy
and iinguisiic complexity, and are rncre succinci. They seem to fulfill the task nr,rre
competently.ln a collaboratrve study, Wigglesrvofih and Storch (2009:4a5) found that ,

collaboration impacted positively on accuracy althoughit does not affect fluency and ,

conrplcxity.
Other than Storch, four other researchers also find the effect of pair work tcrward

students' writing performance. First, Shehadeh (2011:286) found that collaborative
writing had an overall significant effect on students' L2 writing. However, this effect
varied from one writing skill area to another. Specihcally, the effect was significant for
content, organization, and vocabulary, but not for grammar or mechanics. Giobally, her

findings are the same as Storch's. However, she also found a different result from Storch
(2005). Her finding said that collaborative writing did not have a significant eifect on
grammar. Meanwhile, Storch found that pairs produced shorter and better text.s that had

greater grammatical accuracy.
The second researcher u,ho found the effect of pair rrrork toward students' rvriting

performance is Jafari and Ansari (2012:128). They found that students working in pairs ,

had better writing accuracy than those working individually. What Jafari and Ansari
found indirectly reveals that pair work contribrites to the improvement of students writing
performance.

The third researcher who investigated the effect of pair work toward students'
writing performance is Biria and Jafari (2013:164). They found that practicing in pairs

really improved the overall quality of the learners' writing productions even though the

fluency of written texts did not change significantly.
Four, Meihami, Meihami, and Varmaghani (2013:47) found that collaborative

work (pair work) could improve students' grammatical accuracy in their upcoming
writings. It means that correcting each other and sharing ideas ons another in pairs will
guide students to better grammatical accuracy in their writings.
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Based on research finding by Storch (2005 and 2009), Jafan and Ansari (2012),

and Jafari (2013) and, it can be concluded that pair rvork can develop students's

rg performance. Specifically, it helps studen+,s to produce better written text viewed

content, organization, vocabulary, and grammatical accuracy.

ln addition to research finding on the effect of pair work tou,ard students writing
ce, there are several benefits of employing pair work in EFL writing. A number

have found them in some terms.

Pair work, in fact, contributes to students' idea development. in a study, Storch

:153) found that collaboration afforded students the opporlunity to pool ideas and

1e each other with feedback. This finding can be a solution and useful for EFL

studying writing skill. Writing requires students to deveiop ideas to be a pargraph

essay. Students often have problem fulfilling this requirement if they should write

ally.

process.

Seeing what previous researchers have found on writing in pairs, it can be
be drawn in theized that writing in pairs is beneficial inseveral aspelts. It can

ing table

Table 1.7: merits of pair writing in EFL Writing

CONCLUSION
attention to research findings on the effect of employing pair work in EFL writing
students' writing performance and its power in several aspects, writing in pairs is

pair work in EFL writing also cafl make students active. hr another study, Storch

:143) finds that although there are no significant differences between the aceuracy

completed individually and those completed in pairs,most pairs engage actively

Seussing language. They tend to reach correct resolutions. Making students active is

harci to do. I{owever, pair work can tre one alternalirri', slluticin to make it

next power of employing pair work in EFL writing is on language

. Dobao (2012:40) states that writing tasks completed in pairs offer learners

portunity to collaborate in the solution of their language-related problems, co-

new language knowledge, and produce iinguisticaliy more accurate written

Another aCvantage of employing pair work is that it can make students enjoy in
. Shehadeh (2011:286) found that most students in the pair work setting have the

leexperience. This condition plays an important role in FFL ciass, especially in
writing. If students feel enjoyable in a class, they will do their best in teaching-

: text and writi

rently beneficial and very useful for students' Pair work in EFL writing enables
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students to produce good qualit.v u'ritten texts. This shouid be a consideration lor uriting

teachers.
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